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   CHAPTER 10 

    

   QUANTUM THEORY  

   AND QUARKS. 
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   More about quantum theory:  

 

    

I've got to say or comment or to thank my parents because they admitted me 

to a psychiatric hospital during a period of time since I've improved as a 

person; among other things that I have deduced that theoretically knowledge 

is not the same as understand it with your own eyes and flesh. So, I present 

an experiment that made some people using dangerous animals like 

crocodiles. 

  

 

 

   Before continuing with the explanation of the new quantum theory of Bohr, 

Einstein, and his struggles with the physical mechanics of Newton, I 

referènica in an experiment conducted with crocodiles to measure the 

strength of its bite:  
   Having a U-shaped tube (Fig.54) with a diameter d (the smaller the better), 

perimeter x (the longer the better) and filled with a liquid up to 2 / 3 of its 

capacity (so 2/3x+ ya+ yb means that the tube is filled) could argue that if x 

increases and d decreases will have more of accuracy in measuring the 

acceleration of fluid that will carry to calculate the force in the mouth of the 

crocodile in biting the tube.  
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   Fig. 54: 
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   Based on fluid mechanics, we know that the area of the tube multiplied by 

the speed of the fluid in the area the 1st point of the tube multiplied by the 

velocity of the fluid at point 2, where 1 and 2 can have different sections: 

 

 

v1.A1= v2.A2                  

on A1= . r2                                                     

i:  A2= . R2 

 

                                                           r                    R 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Obviously need a period of time t that will limit the ya and yb  

and so do the following reasoning: at a t the speed changes from v= 0 to v= 

v1   and consequently  

v=v1- v0,  v= v1 and  a= v1/ t. 

 

(e/t)= (e/t)2- (e/t)1 
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   then simply apply the famous formula of Newton:  
F= m.a   density=mass/volume 

then: F = (densityvolume) acceleration  

 

 

 

 
   And if having intellectual concern implies losing friends?...Why should I 

choose?: Better not think about it and go by the day, which is itself a great 

discovery!.  

 

 

   There are more girls that emanate more sensuality than sexuality, while 

others have an incredible beauty in the world of words ("charm"), and so we 

pass to a vision of the chemical relationship with a partner on the merger and 

nature and intensity takes form  

 

  

   Let us now speak of quantum chemistry, which represents a more 

microscopic and atomic vision of life than a molecular energy or binding 

and antibinding of a couple:  

 

 

 

 

 

I’m gonna mention several rules or principles that may be useful in such 

discipline:  

1) to disintegrate particles requires a certain energy, the amount of which 

allows us to do so or not.  
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Like the most retrograde in the issue of violence...what is it used for? 

(excitation of particles).  
 

   I dare say that when you're small, we need to fight now is learning to be 

achieved (for losing fear of shouts and arguments…and become used to them 

and do not feel too sensitive); this case seems to be as the foundation of 

mathematics has been understood, and that starts with the table of 

multiplication, division ... equations, systems of equations, functions, 

derivatives, trigonometry ...  
 

 

2) electrons (e-) “s'apantallen” (overwhelm or shielded) between 

them.  

 

3) multiplet is to say a multitude of spectral lines (doublet, triplet, octet 

...) organized "ensemble".  

 

4)Depending on the value of the energy, q (charge) or spin we call the 

particles in a certain “key”: k,w (charged bosons), z →  they are something 

like mediators to preserve the equality of the process apart from the 

ordinary fotons.  

    5) The "field of Dirac"            each particle has its field   created from it, 

and if it’s the electron is called the Dirac field 

6) 

                                                                       2m  

                                              impact 
       1m  

                                                                                               where 2m < 1m                                                                                                

                                                                                   m3        and 3m < 1m                                                     

                                                                                  

       

        

in collide, always dissociates the particle with more mass. 
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       7) to clarify a model there always enter the differential equations and 

they contain derivatives. When we include more recision we use partial 

derivatives and second derivatives, which refine the final results (as garanty 

of        accuracy, such as the presence of 3-D apart from the 1st and 2nd) 

      8) we find many of different quarks:         u ("up"), d ("down"), s b 

(beauty), t ("top"), c         (“charm”, in English), where each has its antiparticle         

[described by s and s  and all the same]; explain the case for understanding 

the electron as a particle (e-) and its antiparticle: e+ or matter and antimatter, 

which generate a single beam of photons ( particles without mass or q).   

9) through the measurement of weight and load can distinguish between 

the new particles were detected. 

    10) reviewing the mediators, kaó is defined by k0, and to describe their 

orientation (for example the case of electronic spin: both ms 's) we use the 

nomenclature 
lk  and sk have a 50% chance that the particle is found in sk  

and 50% prob. found in 
lk ). Obviously the antiparticle of 0k  is 0k  and each 

ones contain lk  and sk . 

    11) c  and c  when in contact, balance. +w  and −w  are called bosons. z  

also have antipode ( 0z  and 0z ). 

     12) I3 is defined as "isoespin" and acts in the nuclear field. It means that 

the quarks also have spin.  

     13) half life time of the particles (t1/2).  
 

     14) gluons                   colors of quarks. His antiquarks are its conjugated 

colors and give white. 
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     15) weak interaction and strong interaction: depends on the radius or 

distance between atoms and q (load or charge) and frequency        with 

which they occur. 

 

     16) also exists        Pion.  
 

     17) hadrons consist of baryons and mesons. The kao is  type of meson. 

The has similar characteristics with e- and similar to working with him. The 

neutrino is represented by e  and e . bosons have no spin (neutral) and 

within them are mesons and photons.  

 

          The fermions do have spin (1/2, 3/2...) and within them are the leptons 

and baryons. The hadrons are mesons and baryons. 
 

                             BARIONS 

      HADRONS      

                             MESONS 

 

                             BARIONS       

      FERMIONS   

       (amb spin      LEPTONS 

        semienter)            

 

                           MESONS 

      BOSONS 

      (spin enter)   FOTONS 
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     18) "gauge transformation" is a concept that says that even the 

coordinates do transform (or the so-called 4-vectors(which represents x, y, z, 

t) to locate a same particle by an equation of motion, nothing happens 

(invariance).  

 

     19) states with degeneration 3 (triplets) can also be understood as a 3-

particle entanglement. Then I3 can take values –1/2, 0, ½ if they are doublets 

or -3/2, -1, -1/2, 0, ½, 1, 3/2 if they are triplets, so that occur all combination 

possible:  

 

No intention of removing the more the subject but to prove that everything 

can be described or can even be called (adjectives or somehow) I have heard 

comments that refer to the school teachers 

where say they are like "the pig who go to the slaughterhouse”.It is sad and 

disappointing but... everyone creates topics, all removed or corrects. 
 

 

    

                    S 

                   0              ddd          ddu             duu              uuu 

                  -1                        dd s           du s            uu s  

                  -2                              d ss               u ss  

                  -3                                        sss   

   

                     I3 

                                 -3/2     -1   -1/2      0        ½     1       3/2 

 

 

 

   S is defined as "strange" and represents a conservation ctnt 

 ( Sreactives=  Sproductes).  
   While I3 can be understood as momentum conservation rotation or spin [u 

up, d down, s≡ strange; so we understand why the values of I3].  
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   I have the impression that many people use the nasty without measure 

(even great personalities have problems of this type) but why losing time 

about it... so long? it’s clear that to maintain mental clarity as well as every 

day something is impossible but, as I wrote one day in a letter to a newspaper, 

often the Catalans with an extra effort we want to be the best or the most of 

everything.  
If you come from a family of adventurers or who have traveled the world, 

it’s more likely to come out to the international information (they are not the 

majority) However if you're local 

only your environment knows you, and the expansion is limited.  
 

 As I understand from an episode in a book entitled: "A prodigious mind" 

should deep to the basis and so ”charge the batteries” and learn how to 

discern information and comprehend the more extreme levels of society, and 

suffer several transformations throughout life!. Although the best place to 

discuss and think is surrounded by your peers.  

 


